INTRODUCTION
Bipedal vertical posture is inherently unstable because of the anatomy of the human body, which can be viewed as an inverted pendulum with a rather high center of mass standing on a rather small support. Several factors can be viewed as complicating the task of maintaining vertical posture. First, there are several joints along the axis of the body. Apparently, muscle action at the joints has to be coordinated to keep the projection of the center of mass within the area of support. Second, there are frequent changes in external conditions, mechanical and sensory, that may be seen as perturbations for the posture. Apparently, muscles have to be able to correct mechanical effects of such perturbations to avoid losing balance. Third, voluntary motor actions by standing persons by themselves can be sources of postural perturbations as well, due to the action of inertial and coupling forces and to changes in the relative position of body segments leading to changes in the location of the center of mass of the body.
Postural studies have typically addressed these three components of the task of standing (or sitting, or maintaining any other posture) as reflected in the following three phenomena, postural sway (reviewed in Winter et al., 1996) , short-latency postural responses (reviewed in Nashner et al., 1989) , and anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs, reviewed in Massion, 1992) . Studies of postural development have also addressed these three phenomena. In particular, children show increased postural sway (Woollacott & Burtner, 1996 . Van der Fits et al., 1999) nthe (C) (Horak & Nashner, 1986 ), a multi-link strategy and muscle amplitude synergies (Allum et al., 1989 . Allum & Honneger, 1993 , the ankle, knee, and hip eigenmovements (Alexandrov et al., 1998) , axial synergies (Crenna et al., 1987) , and reciprocal and co-contraction strategies (Slijper & Latash, 2000) . All (Turvey, 1990 . Latash, 1996 . Bemstein (1947) (Gelfand & Latash, 1998 ; see also Gelfand & Tsetlin, 1966 (Newell et al., 1984) . However, when more than one element contributes to the total force output, for example when several digits press in parallel to produce a certain level of the total force, this relation breaks down, and total force variability shows a minimal dependence on the force level (Latash et al., 2001 . Shinohara et al., 2003 . This observation suggests that variations in the force outputs of individual digits are not independent, but rather co-vary to keep the total force variability from increasing with an increase in the total force.
Figure illustrates how this variability can happen for a task of a constant total force production by two fingers pressing in parallel. The ellipses in the figure show the hypothetical distributions of data points over a set of trials at producing the total force of 5 N, 10 N, and 20 N. Note that the range of forces produced by each finger increases with the total force (cf. Newell & Carlton, 1988) . However, this variability has two components. One is aligned along lines F+F2=FTARE; this variability does not affect the total force. The other component is orthogonal to these lines and leads to changes in the total force.
In other words, the former variability is 'good' in a sense that it keeps the important performance variable, the total force, at a desired level. The latter variability is 'bad' in a sense that it leads to changes in the total force. Note that an increase in the total force leads to changes primarily in the 'good' variability, thus keeping the variability of the total force virtually unchanged. Note that the terms 'good' and 'bad' relate to the effects of variability in the space of elements on the variability of a particular performance variable. The illustration in Fig. 1 , which is a rather accurate reflection of findings in experiments with multi-finger force production (Latash et al., 2001 Further, multiple regression analysis was used to compute a J matrix relating small changes in magnitudes of M-modes to shifts of the COP. Hence, these studies assumed that COP location is an important performance variable that can be stabilized by co-varied changes in the magnitudes of the M-modes (see Winter et al., 1996) 
Atypical synergies in Down syndrome
In one study , the framework of the UCM hypothesis was applied to the analysis of the multi-finger production of an accurate slow ramp profile of the total force while persons with Down syndrome (DS), aged 14 to 42, pressed on force sensors with all four fingers of the dominant hand (Latash et al., 2002b) . Prior to practice, persons with DS showed predominantly positive covariation among individual finger forces (and modes) that destabilized the total force. Such patterns can be seen in typical persons only during the first few hundred of ms after the trial initiation and are quickly replaced by more adequate, negative finger force covariation (Shim et al., 2003) . Persons with DS showed such patterns over the whole time of the ramp force production. The patterns of finger force covariation stabilized the total pronation/supination moment produced by all the fingers of persons with DS.
After (Gelfand and Latash 1998) suggests that the excess degrees-of-freedom available to the motor system constitutes a 'blessing' rather than a 'curse', and greater exploitation of the available motor abundance should result in improved performance. The fact that persons with DS were able to explore and improve finger interaction over a relatively brief training period, and that the UCM analysis was able to reveal these changes suggest that this analysis will likely be sensitive to changes in postural synergies that occur during natural development as well as to changes that occur with practice.
IMPLICATIONS FOR POSTURAL DEVELOPMENT
As no developmental study has been performed using the described approach to motor synergies, one can only speculate about possible changes that happen with postural synergies during typical and atypical development. We apologize for the inability to offer approaches that could distinguish between such important factors as genetics, maturation, and learning. Our attempts to apply the UCM approach to motor actions by atypically developing persons produced promising results and suggested that the approach can be used for studies of both typical and atypical development.
According to one of the dominant views, motor development proceeds as a continuous dialogue between the nervous system, the body, and the environment (Thelen & Spencer, 1998 (Haas et al., 1986) . Apparently, the processes of creation of M-mode synergies can differ, depending on the complexity of the task. For example, an ability to adapt postural responses to external conditions emerges prior to the age of year (Woollacott et al., 1998) APAs, which are generated prior to the prime mover activation, produce forces and torques acting against those expected from the planned action (reviewed in Massion, 1992 
